Gin MENU
spring/summer 2019
Single – your choice of gin served as a single measure (25ml), please then add your choice of tonic (list overleaf).
Spanish - your choice of gin served as a double measure (50ml) presented in a Copa de Balón glass & a whole
bottle of your choice of tonic.

SINGLE SPANISH
£3.20
Adnams Copper House, 40% abv, England
Voted ‘the World’s Best Gin’ at the
International Wine & Spirits Competition, 2013.

£8.40

Adnams PINK Copper House Raspberry,
40% abv, England
The much loved Copper House with a
raspberry burst!

£3.40

£8.90

Audemus Pink Pepper, 44% abv, France
Full of pink peppery goodness, produced
in the Cognac region.

£4.50

Aviation, 43% abv, USA
Spicy and oily mouthfeel with floral notes
and liquorice.

SINGLE SPANISH
Columbo London Dry, 43.1% abv
Made with a recipe that dates back 70 years
including spices from the Sri Lanka cinnamon
gardens.

£3.80

£9.60

Copperhead, 48% abv, Belgium
This gin is almost the elixir of life. Citrus
forward with a lasting Juniper finish.

£4.10

£10.20

£11.00

Daffy’s, 43% abv, Scotland
Exclusively made with Lebanese mint.
Won Gold International Wine & Spirit Award.

£3.40

£8.80

£4.20

£10.40

£3.80
Dorothy Parker Gin, 44% abv, USA
Traditional botanicals alongside elderberries
and hibiscus petals. Simply marvellous in a G&T.

£9.60

Bathtub, 43% abv, England
Beautifully smooth cold compounded gin.
Best with Mediterranean Tonic.

£3.80

£9.60

£9.80

Bloom Jasmine & Rose, 40% abv, England
Naturally extracted flower botanicals making
it a perfect choice for a summers day. Try with
Elderflower Tonic.

£3.50

£9.10

£3.90
Drumshanbo Gunpowder Irish Gin, 43% abv,
Ireland
Made with Green tea that has been gently dried
which then resembles gunpowder. Flavour is
bold and bright with a slight spiciness.
£4.50

£11.00

Blue Bottle Dry Gin, 47% abv, Guernsey
Made in Guernsey. Light juniper, sweet spice
and a hint of coconut. This Gin has lasting
sweetness.

£3.90

Fishers London Dry, 44% abv, England
Distilled using 4 rare and old English
botanicals from the Suffolk Coast. Best with
Mediterranean Tonic.
Four Pillars Bloody Shiraz, 37.8% abv,
Australia
Distilled with Yarra Valley Shiraz grapes.
Incredibly rich and deep purple in colour.

£4.40

£10.80

Four Pillars Navy Strength Gin, 58.8% abv,
Australia
Not for the faint hearted at 58.8% abv.
Intense, sweet and juicy.

£4.20

£10.40

Gin Mare, 43% abv, Barcelona Spain
The essence of the Mediterranean. Distilled
with olives, thyme, basil and rosemary. Best
with Mediterranean Tonic.

£3.80

£9.60

G’Vine Floraison, 40% abv, France
Infused with Ugni Blanc grape – fresh, floral
and smooth. Best with Elderflower Tonic.

£4.00

£10.00

Haymans Old Tom, 40% abv, England
A classic Old Tom Gin from Hayman Distillery.

£3.90

£9.80

Hendrick’s, 41.4% abv, Scotland
Unique cucumber & rose flavoured gin.

£3.40

£8.80

£3.80
Hendrick’s Midsummer Solstice, 43.4% abv,
Scotland
Wonderfully bright and refreshing with florals
blending brilliantly with earthy juniper and soft
spices. Rose petal and camomile.

£9.80

£4.70
Hernö London Dry, 40.5% abv, Sweden
A round and smooth London dry 40.5% Hernö
Gin is awarded with IWSC World’s best London
dry Gin 2016 and World’s best Gin & Tonic
2017 but is also very enjoyable on its own.

£11.40

£4.70

£11.40

£9.80

£3.50
Boa Violet Gin, 41.5% abv, England
A vibrant dry gin infused with Violets, excellent
choice for the summer months.

£9.00

Bombay Sapphire, 40% abv, England
Ten beautiful botanicals.

£3.00

£8.00

Boutique-y Gin Company Spit-Roasted
Pineapple Gin, 40.1% abv, England
Whole pineapples are spit-roasted with
demerara sugar until they are gloriously
caramelised. This is a sweet gin that will divide
the Gin aficionados..

£3.60

£9.10

Brockmans, 40% abv, England
Blueberries make this one very smooth,
fruity gin. Try with Sicilian Lemonade.

£3.50

Brooklyn, 40% abv, USA
Made in New York with fresh citrus peels and
hand-cracked juniper.

£4.00

Bullard’s Norwich, 42.5% abv, England
Won ‘Best London Dry Gin in the World’
Award 2017! Beautifully smooth.

£3.90

£9.80

Bullard’s Old Tom, 42.5% abv, England
Botanically sweetened with Norfolk honey
overlaid with a spicy complexity that comes
from pink pepper.

£3.90

£9.80

£9.10

£9.80

£3.90
Bullard’s Strawberry and Black Pepper,
40% abv, England
Fresh, sweet, fruity and peppery and made from
their award winning Dry Gin.

£9.80

£3.30

£8.60

Citadelle, 44% abv, France
Steeped in French history and a best seller
in Spain – fragrant, complex and elegant.

Hernö Old Tom, 44% abv, Sweden
This ultra-premium Gin is the world’s best
Gin, seriously, in 2017 and 2018. Hernös Old
Tom has been awarded ‘World’s best Gin at
the world gin awards as well as Grand master
at the IWSC in 2016. OLD Tom Gin Style is
sweeter than the typical dry.

SINGLE SPANISH
Hoxton, 43% abv, England
Warning - Grapefruit and coconut!

£3.50

£9.00

Hoxton PINK!, 43% abv, England
Big juniper notes and distinctive floral
character, citrus and a light aromatic spice.

£3.70

£9.40

Kongsgaard Gin, 44% abv, Denmark
Amazing Danish Gin with the forest as
inspiration alongside apples and citrus.

£3.90

£9.80

£3.10
Larios 12, 40% abv, Spain
A Spanish gin made with 12 botanicals that
are distilled 12 times Mediterranean Mandarin,
clementine & lemons combine with lime and
orange blossom.

£8.20

£3.20
Lone Wolf, 44% abv, Scotland
Created by the craft beer superstars Brewdog.
A creamy mouthfeel carries hot spices and a
well-balanced citrus influence.

£8.20

£3.30
Malfy Limone, 41% abv, Italy
Made with Italian lemons – smooth, citrus and
ever so moorish! Best with Mediterranean Tonic.

£8.60

£3.30
Malfy Arancia, 41% abv, Italy
Using Sicilian blood oranges for intense citrus
sweetness, with a helping of vanilla and juniper.

£8.60

£3.30
Malfy Rosa, 41% abv, Italy
Made with Sicilian Grapefruit and sumptuously
sweet Italian rhubarb! Best with Mediterranean
Tonic.

£8.70

Martin Miller’s, 40% abv, England
One of the most awarded gins on the planet!
Made with Icelandic water.

£3.30

£8.60

Monkey 47, 47% abv, Germany
Made with 47 botanicals sourced from the
Black Forest. Premium Gin.

£4.50

Manchester Gin, 42% abv, England
Earthy and creamy gin using 12 botanicals
including dandelion and burdock root. A very
pleasant sweetness.

£4.00

SINGLE SPANISH
Theodore Pictish, 43% abv, Scotland
A super Premium Scottish Gin - Damask rose
& oolong tea makes a floral bouquet.

£3.90

£9.80

Warner Edwards Rhubarb, 40% abv, England
Authentic British craft at its best. Sublime
Rhubarb flavour. Try with Ginger Ale.

£3.80

£9.60

£3.30
Whitley Neil Raspberry, 43% abv, England
Featuring Scottish raspberries with punchy
liquorice - destined to be splashed in prosecco.

£8.60

£3.80

£9.60

Whitley Neil Rhubarb and Ginger, 40% abv,
England
Infused with the essence of rhubarb and
extract of real ginger giving it both a tart
crispness and spicy warming character. If you
love the Warner Edwards Rhubarb then give
this one try as a comparison.

SLOE GIN

£11.10

£10.00

Bathtub Sloe, 33.8% abv

£3.80

Sipsmith Sloe, 29% abv

£3.50

Plymouth Sloe, 26% abv

£3.30

FRUIT GIN LIQUEURS
Edinburgh Gin Raspberry Liqueur, 20% abv,
Scotland
Add a 200ml bottle of Prosecco to make a
Raspberry Gin Fizz!

£2.00

Tiptree English Damson, 28% abv, England
Sip straight over ice to truly savour the
authentic depth of the fruity notes.

£3.00

£8.00

£3.00

£8.00

£3.00

£7.80

£4.00
Manchester Raspberry, 42% abv, England
A variation on the Manchester Gin recipe, now
featuring an infusion of delicate raspberries.

£10.00

£3.80

£9.70

Tiptree English Raspberry, 28% abv, England
Try it with Fever-Tree Tonic and a dash of
vanilla essence.

£3.90
Nordes Atlantic Galician, 40% abv, Spain
Distilled from Albariño wine and inspired by the
eponymous fresh northerly Atlantic wind. Best
with Mediterranean Tonic.

£9.80

Tiptree English Strawberry, 28% abv, England
Deliciously sweet and perfect for a summery
fruity gin spritzer!

Panarea Sunset Gin, 44% abv, Italy
Italian Gin (Inga Family-distillers since 1838).
Full of Mediterranean botanicals, warming
citrus and juniper is balanced by garden herb
bitterness.

£3.70

£9.40

Plymouth, 41.2% abv, England
Classic and timeless Gin. Try as a Pink G&T
with Pink Aromatic Tonic.

£3.00

£8.00

Mermaids Gin, 42% abv, England
Earthy sweetness and some citrus zing with a
touch of sea air and warming pepper.

£7.95

Edinburgh Gin Raspberry Gin Fizz, 20% abv,
Scotland
Pimp up your prosecco!
Although this isn’t new to our list, if you like the
above then why not try our classic Raspberry
Gin Fizz. Using Edinburgh Gin liqueur, we serve
this Spanish style poured over ice, with fresh
raspberries and 200ml mini prosecco instead
of tonic to make a wonderful Raspberry Gin
Fizz! Cheers!

£5.80
£7.95

CLASSIC GIN COCKTAIL

£3.10
Roku, 43% abv, Japan
Roku means 6 - this Gin has 6 Japanese
botanicals including Sakura flower and Sencha
tea, plus yuzu peel and Sansho pepper to make
this earthy sweet taste of Asia.

£8.20

£3.50
Sipsmith, 41.6% abv, England
Sipsmith: As London as gin gets. Spicy juniper
and hints of lemon tart and marmalade.

£9.00

Sipsmith V.J.O.P., 57.7% abv, England
This one is supercharged! (V.J.O.P “Very
Junipery Over Proof”)

£4.20

£10.40

Tanqueray, 43.1% abv, England
A simple London Dry Gin with 180 years of
history.

£3.30

£8.60

Negroni
An iconic Italian aperitif made with Gin, Sweet
vermouth and Campari garnished with orange
peel. We use Antica Formula Italian Vermouth
which you will only find in the finest bars around
the world. Our Classic Negroni is made with
Tanqueray Gin as standard.

£7.95

We have a range of complimentary bitters to enhance your gin
experience. Please ask your server for a recommendation.
TONICS
Fever-Tree
Fever-Tree Light
Fever-Tree Mediterranean
Fever-Tree Pink Aromatic (Angostura Bark)
Fever-Tree Elderflower
Fever-Tree Sicilian Lemonade
Fever-Tree Lemon
Fever-Tree Ginger Ale
Fever-Tree Spiced Orange Ginger Ale
Fever-Tree Ginger Beer
Fentimans Rose Lemonade

£2.00
£2.00
£2.10
£2.10
£2.10
£2.10
£2.10
£2.10
£2.10
£2.10
£2.10

